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Products

Heritage manufactures a wide range of solid hardwood
products in our UK factories. We are the UK’s largest
manufacturer of solid hardwood doors, with over 30,000
doors and 40,000m2 of flooring supplied every year and
growing. Our stair range includes many innovative and new

Many of our products are supplied off the shelf, however as
a UK producer, we can tailor many of our products to suit
our customers exact requirements.
Our sales and production teams are experts in working with

correctly. Best of all you can enjoy the knowledge that your
product is a unique item, made just for you.
Call in to your nearest stockist to find out more details on
how Heritage can help to transform your home.

About Us
Welcome to Heritage Products. We are one of the UK’s foremost designer and manufacturers of doors, floors and staircase parts.
Heritage have been producing fine quality interior timber products for your home for over 20 years. Our philosophy is to bring you
beautiful solid hardwood products, manufactured where possible at our factories in the UK, that will enhance your home for generations
to come. We use the latest design techniques to visualise and perfect new products and ideas, but we never lose sight of the importance
of the care and craftsmanship we put into every product we supply.
We hope that you find the perfect range for your home in this brochure and we look forward to welcoming you as a customer of Heritage
Products.

Timber Sourcing
When you buy joinery products it’s important to know that the timber you’re buying has been sourced from responsibly managed forests.
Here at Heritage we spend time with our suppliers to ensure we understand that our timber has been legally harvested and wherever
possible the forests are being managed under one of the leading certification schemes.
The majority of our raw materials are sourced from forests which are either PEFC or FSC certified, meaning you can feel confident in your
purchase of Heritage products.

Looking Forward
Innovation is the lifeblood of any business and we strive to offer our customers the newest ideas and concepts. We design all of our
products in house using state of the art 3D modelling software that allows us to create,test and improve potential products before we
launch them to our customers.
We are constantly searching for new ideas to help you improve the home. We believe that good design doesn’t need to be expensive. In fact
quite the opposite. Many of our products are designed to allow you to achieve a look in your home whilst maintaining great value for money.
Our new stair cladding system is a great example of that ethos, allowing you to create a hardwood staircase from your existing flight at
a fraction of the cost of a new stair.

UK Manufacturing
Wherever possible we manufacture our products in the UK, this allows us not only to keep close control on quality, but also means we
can customise many of our products to suit your needs.
Should you require any bespoke work to be completed, whether it’s custom size doors or tailored flooring, our UK manufacturing
facilities allows us to complete your order quickly and efficiently.
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Internal Ledged Doors
We manufacture a range of ledged doors in standard and custom sizes, available in rustic or prime grades. Our most popular door is the
V-grooved ledged door sold with or without optional bracing pack. All our doors are a substantial 40mm thick overall, creating a strong
stable door that will last you a lifetime.
We offer both our V Groove and Bead & Butt doors in a range of rear styles to increase the choice available. Whatever ledged door style
you need Heritage Products will have a door to suit you.

Standard Ledged Doors Available in rustic or prime grades
A Door Made Just For You
We’ll make the exact door you want. Choose from either Bead & Butt or
V Groove door planks and then add any of the optional extras below to
create a door that is perfect for you.

Beat & Butt Ledged Door
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V Grooved Ledged Door

Optional Bracing Pack

Optional Glass Openings

Optional Stable Door

Made to Measure
Sometimes standard just doesn’t work, off the shelf just doesn’t fit and you end up stuck. With Heritage’s range of ledged doors that’s
not a problem. If our standard sizes don’t work, we’ll make any of our doors to your exact dimensions. Because we make all our doors
right here in our factory in the UK, we’ll get them to you fast, normally within a week. Better yet, our made to measure doors cost less
than you might think!
Any of the options can also be modified if you need, from custom sized glass openings to ledges at specific points to match existing
doors. In fact any variation you can think of, we can make for you. If you need a made to measure door then contact your local stockist
and we’ll provide you with a quote.

Designer Ledged Doors Available in rustic or prime grades, v-grooved or bead & butt

Abbey Ledged Door

4 Ledge Door

Ranch 3 Ledged Door

Bi-Fold Ledged Door
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Internal Solid Oak Doors
We manufacture a range of custom sized 40 mm solid oak internal doors, ideal for the discerning home owner, or where you need a non
standard size to fit an existing doorway. Every door is carefully made in our UK factory using traditional quality construction methods to
create a door that will last for generations. For each door we can also provide a matching solid oak frame.
Solid oak doors are considerably heavier than mass produced doors, and this weight translates to a unique feeling of luxury and solidity
as the door is used. The solid timber sections used highlights the timber grain in a way that veneered doors can never replicate. The
result is that the character of the door shines through.
Contact your local stockist for pricing information on your new solid oak doors.
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Cheshire

Mantor Full Glazed

Mantor Half Glazed

Mantor Solid

Marston

Somerset

Widecombe

Constable

Framed & Ledged
(with optional Brace Pack)

Finishing Options
Your new solid oak door has been made from selected pieces of oak. Each piece of timber will show pleasing characteristics, from
differing grain pattern to knots in rustic doors that make each individual door completely unique. This depth of character is part of what
makes these solid oak doors special and is something that you will never find in a mass produced engineered door.
To enhance and show off the beauty of your new doors they need to be finished appropriately. We recommend using a modern Hardwax
style finishing system such as Osmo or Treatex which can also alter the shade of the door if desired. By finishing your door correctly you
can bring the timber to life and make the most of your new solid oak doors.

Rutland

Galloway

Dumfries

Devon

Solid Oak Door Linings
and Frames
Sets include 2 legs at 2.1m and 1 head at 1.1m

20mm with loose
20 x 40mm door stops

Lothian

Wiltshire

Hampshire

200mm

175mm

150mm

125mm

100mm

75mm

32mm with 12mm rebate
with depth to suit door
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External Feature Doors
Your external doors are one of the most important features of your home, welcoming you or your guests and providing a striking first
impression. Heritage solid oak external doors take your home up to the next level and are expertly crafted by our team here in the UK
from your choice of either prime or rustic grade oak.
Each door is made to order, exactly to your sizes and specifications. Shown below is a range of designs we offer but each can be tailored
to suit you. Glass openings can be added or doors converted to stable doors. If you don’t see a design you like we are also able to
manufacture to your own design – we just need a simple sketch to work from! Contact your stockist today to find out more about your
new solid oak external doors.
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Tudor

Huntsman

Millbridge

Mantor Solid

Marston

Mantor Full Glazed

Somerset

Cheshire

Framed & Ledged
(with optional Brace Pack)

Door Construction
All our solid oak doors, whether internal or external are made to last for generations. We only use strong traditional mortice and tenon
joints for lifelong stability and specially selected and kiln dried hardwoods. Each door is a generous 44mm thick as standard and is
handmade by our team to your exact dimensions. For each door we can also manufacture a solid oak door frame made exactly to fit your
new door.
Whilst we believe in using the correct construction methods, investment in the latest machinery keeps production lead times and most
importantly costs to a minimum. This allows us to offer you a bespoke sized solid hardwood door at a very competitive price.
Step up to a solid hardwood door from Heritage products and make a grand statement in your home.

Salkeeld

Mantor Half Glazed

Widecombe

Constable

External Solid Oak
Door Frames
Made to order to any external door size
Available with or without cill, supplied with weather stripping

Cardinal

Findon Stable Door

Baronial
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Stairparts Essentials
Essentials is our range of basic pine and oak stairparts, in the designs and options you want with the no frills prices you need. We source
the highest quality joinery grades of Scandinavian pine and American White Oak, special kiln dried and then carefully machined to create
a superb range.
Essentials covers all the main options from turned spindles and newels through to stop chamfered and fluted balusters.

We use

generous sized timber sections to offer 90mm newels and 58mm handrails as standard. To complete the range we also offer shaped
handrail fittings and wall mounted handrail options.
Your staircase is a central feature of your home, with Heritage’s Essentials range you can add style and quality without breaking the bank.

Essentials Range Matrix
All sizes specified are in mm

Pine

OE
CAP90HALF

CAP90

FLATCAP-90
HALF

FLATCAP-90

ACORN
CAPHALF

ACORNCAP

BALL
CAPHALF

BALLCAP

1/4
TURN

UE

Oak

Pine
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BR41-4200

BR41-2400

BR41-3600

BR32-4200

BR32-2400

BR32-3600

PIGSEAR4200

PIGSEAR3600

RHR-4200

RHR-3600

HR41-4200

HR41-2400

HR41-3600

HR32-4200

HR32-2400

HR32-3600

CS110

CS090

FLBL41x1100

FLBL41x900

FLBL32x1100

FLBL32x900

CHBL41x1100

CHBL41x900

CHBL32x1100

CHBL32x900

BL41x1100

BL41x900

BL32x1100

BL32x900

Oak

Stylish Choices
Essentials offers you a range of style options, whether you are looking to create a modern contemporary look or capture the elegance of
a traditional stair. From the warmth and timeless appeal of a traditional turned spindle and newel through to the striking lines of fluted
balusters there is a choice for everyone.
We’ve also covered all of the bases when it comes to installing your new stairparts. All of our spindles are available in the usual 900mm
lengths for domestic use but we also stock 1100mm long for use on commercial projects. Most newels are available not just in normal
versions but also a spigot version for use on top of existing posts that can’t be removed as well as in half versions to finish your

BN196

BN1500

TURNEDHALFSPIGOT

TURNEDSPIGOTNEWEL

TURNEDHALFNEWEL

TURNEDFULLNEWEL

FLUTEDSPIGOT

FL901500HALF

FL901500

STOPCHAMFSPIGOT

CHBL901500HALF

CHBL901500

BL903600

BL902400

PLAINSPIGOTNEWEL

BL901500HALF

BL901500

balustrade against a landing wall.
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Prefinished Stairparts
Finishing stairparts with either paint or lacquer can often take as long as installing the stairparts themselves. A normal staircase will
take 2 full days to finish to a good standard. Heritage understands this problem for homeowners and is the only UK supplier of stairparts
to offer their entire range in a choice of finishes.
Choose from either the pure simple lines of our white painted range, the subtle accents of our clear satin lacquered white oak, or
match your stairparts in to your existing decor with our range of modern oiled finishes. The maths are simple. For little more than the
cost of buying the finishing materials yourself, you can purchase the stair parts prefinished and ready to install saving you time and
guaranteeing you a perfect finish.

Prefinished Range Matrix
All sizes specified are in mm

Oiled Oak

OE
CAP90HALF

CAP90

FLATCAP-90
HALF

FLATCAP-90

ACORN
CAPHALF

ACORNCAP

BALL
CAPHALF

BALLCAP

1/4
TURN

UE

Lacquered
Oak
White
Painted

Oiled Oak
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Shown in clear oiled finish

BR41-4200

BR41-2400

BR41-3600

BR32-4200

BR32-2400

BR32-3600

PIGSEAR4200

PIGSEAR3600

RHR-4200

RHR-3600

HR41-4200

HR41-2400

HR41-3600

HR32-4200

HR32-2400

HR32-3600

CS110

CS090

FLBL41x1100

FLBL41x900

FLBL32x1100

FLBL32x900

CHBL41x1100

CHBL41x900

CHBL32x1100

CHBL32x900

BL41x1100

BL41x900

BL32x1100

BL32x900

Lacquered
Oak
White
Painted

Timesaving Design
We offer our prefinished ranges in white painted, and clear satin lacquered from stock. We can also supply any of our oak stairparts in 4 hardwax
oiled finishes using a modern blend of oils to produce a beautiful and hard wearing finish. Simply select your finish from the choices below.
Antique Oiled

Medium Oiled

Ebony Oiled

BN196

BN1500

Clear Oiled

TURNEDHALFSPIGOT

TURNEDSPIGOTNEWEL

TURNEDHALFNEWEL

Clear Satin Laq

TURNEDFULLNEWEL

FLUTEDSPIGOT

FL901500HALF

FL901500

STOPCHAMFSPIGOT

CHBL901500HALF

CHBL901500

BL903600

BL902400

PLAINSPIGOTNEWEL

BL901500HALF

BL901500

White Painted
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Scala Stairparts
Scala has been designed to offer you cutting edge styling, blending modern metal finishes with the warm tones of timber. Choose
from polished balusters, handrail connectors and newel caps or our superb understated black textured finish.
Scala uses our standard Essentials or Prefinished stairparts rails and

Polished Chrome

Black Textured

newels to allow you the largest range of choice at affordable prices.
Upgrade your stairs today with our beautiful range of Scala stairparts.

Range Matrix
All sizes specified are in mm

90 x 800
Fluted Newel Spigot

90 x 800
Stop Chamfer Spigot Newel

90 x 800
Plain Spigot Newel

90 x 1500
Fluted Newel

390 x 1500
Stop Chamfer Newel

90 x 1500
Plain Newel

32 x 41 x 900
Rake Baluster

32 x 41 x 900
Landing Baluster

32 x 41 x 900
Wall Mounted Rail Bracket

32 x 41 x 900
Rail End Cap

97 x 97 x 10
Newel Cap

32 x 41 x 900
Landing Rail Connector

32 x 41 x 900
Rake Rail Connector

41 x 4200 Baserail

41 x 2400 Baserail

41 x 3600 Baserail

32 x 4200 Baserail

32 x 2400 Baserail

32 x 3600 Baserail

41 x 4200 Handrail

41 x 2400 Handrail

41 x 3600 Handrail

32 x 4200 Handrail

32 x 2400 Handrail
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32 x 3600 Handrail

Pine / Oak
/ White
Polished
Chrome
Black
Textured

Glass Stairparts
Glass stairparts allow light to flood into your stairway and are a hugely popular option for the modern styled home. Our glass system
uses un-grooved rails and polished glass brackets to convert your existing staircase to create a fresh and modern look.
Generous 8mm thick safety glass in staircase and landing with polished edges combines strength and flexibility to fit all normal staircase
with a minimum of fuss. Prefinished rails mean that once the components are installed the job is finished. Let the light fill your home
with Glass stairparts.

Glass Range Matrix
All sizes specified are in mm

Pine / Oak

90 x 800
Stop Chamfer Spigot Newel

90 x 1500
Stop Chamfer Newel Half

90 x 800
Plain Spigot Newel

90 x 1500
Plain Newel Half

390 x 1500
Stop Chamfer Newel

90 x 1500
Plain Newel

97 x 97 x 10
Newel Cap

45 x 45 x 30
Glass Panel Bracket

270 x 975 x 8
Rake Glass Panel

270 x 790 x 8
Landing Glass Panel

41 x 4200 Baserail

41 x 2400 Baserail

41 x 3600 Baserail

32 x 4200 Baserail

32 x 2400 Baserail

32 x 3600 Baserail

41 x 4200 Handrail

41 x 2400 Handrail

41 x 3600 Handrail

32 x 4200 Handrail

32 x 2400 Handrail

32 x 3600 Handrail

Polished
Chrome
Toughened
Glass
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Stair Cladding
Create a stunning feature oak staircase without the expensive and mess of a brand new flight. Our unique stair cladding system allows
you to convert your existing staircase to solid oak, easily and cost effectively. New treads and risers simply bond into place over the
existing stairs, and we have packs to suit every shape of step from winders to bullnose bottom steps. You can even veneer the existing
strings with our preglued string veneers.
When you add in our new oak stair balustrade the effect is amazing, transforming your existing staircase into a superb centre point of
your home. Make a step change with Heritage staircase cladding.

Stair Cladding Range Matrix
All sizes specified are in mm

Oak
Walnut
Ash
Clear
Oiled
Antique
Oiled
Medium
Oiled
Ebony
Oiled
Straight Tread Pack
Suits steps up to 1000 wide
Suits steps up to 284 deep
Suits rise up to 200 high
Tread thickness 15
Riser thickness 5
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Shown in clear oiled finish

Bullnose Tread Pack
Suits steps up to 1220 wide
Suits steps up to 284 deep
Suits rise up to 200 high
Tread thickness 15
Riser thickness 5

Winder Tread Pack
Suits steps up to 1220 wide
Suits steps up to 710 deep
Suits rise up to 200 high
Tread thickness 15
Riser thickness 5

Simple Installation
Installing Stair Cladding is a satisfying job that is well within the capabilities of a competent DIYer. An average staircase can be completed
easily over a weekend and the transformation is stunning, adding real style and value to your home.
To begin simply count the number of each shape of tread on your stairs and buy a matching tread pack to suit. Each tread pack is then
trimmed to width and depth and bonded over your existing treads with the special adhesive. Strings can either be painted to contrast
with the treads or you can use our specially designed oak veneers which are easily trimmed with scissors and pre-glued to bond into
place.

Shown in ash

Tread Extension
Tread Ext - 142 x 1000 x 15

String Veneer
Veneer - 285 x 4200 x 0.5

Straight Tread

Winder Tread

Bullnose Tread

Tread Extension

Adhesive Pack

Shown in dark oak oiled finish
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Essentials Solid Oak Flooring
Solid oak flooring is a luxury feature in any home that adds warmth and value to your living space. Our Essentials solid oak flooring is
perfect for creating that feature floor without breaking the bank. We use only quality American White Oak in a carefully selected rustic
grade to bring out the natural character of the timber. Each piece is tongue and grooved on all four side for a strong installation and
generous 15mm thick oak will last you a lifetime.
Choose from unfinished oak or the warm tactile hues of brushed and oiled timber. Either way, your new Essentials solid oak floor will
give you a home to be proud of.

Essentials Flooring Matrix
All sizes specified are in mm
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Shown in clear oiled rustic oak

450-1200 Lengths
15 Thick
Clear Oiled Oak

450-1200 Lengths
15 Thick
Unfinished Oak

5” Wide Boards, Solid Oak (118mm Face)

Engineered Flooring
Engineered flooring is a great option if you need to put oak flooring in an area where variations in temperature are more extreme, such
as over underfloor heating. However most engineered floors use veneers that lose the character look of a solid oak floor so we have gone
to great lengths to source veneers that retain that character. In addition all our boards are blocked in solid oak on the sides to give extra
strength.
Each board is available in either unfinished for you to match to your existing décor or hand finished in a selection of oils and colours.
Choose a Heritage engineered oak floor to finish off your home.

Shown in antique oak

Engineered Flooring Matrix
All sizes specified are in mm

15mm Thick

189 x 1860
Ebony

189 x 1860
Antique Oak

189 x 1860
Medium Oak

189 x 1860
Clear Oak

189 x 1860
Unfinished Oak

20mm Thick

Shown in clear oiled rustic oak
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Prestige Hardwood Flooring
Prestige flooring stands alone, above all others as the ultimate flooring choice. With an almost limitless range of options, this is a
bespoke floor made just for you. No ordinary flooring, Prestige boasts a range of features that other floors simply cannot match. Boards
of 12 feet and longer, widths up to 9 inches, the finest timbers, hand applied oil finishes, all combine to create a truly unique floor,
manufactured for you right here in the UK.
When nothing else will do, Prestige Hardwood Flooring from Heritage offers the ultimate luxury floor for your home.

Prestige Flooring Matrix

Sizes specified are in mm unless stated
All available in square or bevelled edge profile, custom widths and lengths available on request
Flooring is end matched and stress grooved as standard

4” Wide Boards, Solid Oak (90mm Face)
5” Wide Boards, Solid Oak (118mm Face)
6” Wide Boards, Solid Oak (139mm Face)
7” Wide Boards, Solid Oak (168mm Face)
8” Wide Boards, Solid Oak (188mm Face)
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Shown in clear oiled rustic oak

2400 - 3600
Rustic Oak

1200 - 2400
Rustic Oak

2400 - 3600
Prime Oak

1200 - 2400
Prime Oak

9” Wide Boards, Solid Oak (210mm Face)

Prestige Hardwood Flooring
With each Prestige Floor order you can tailor the floor to your requirements. Choose from the following options to create the floor just
for you...
Lengths – No ordinary floor, Prestige comes as standard in lengths from 4ft - 8ft. If you prefer you can upgrade to 8ft - 12ft lengths
Widths – Prestige is available in a range of widths, but if you need something special we will machine to your exact dimensions
Board profile – Choose from either traditional square edge planks or subtle micro-bevelled boards for a more contemporary look
Timber – Select from Rustic or Prime Oak, American Black Walnut, Hard Ash or Cherry
Finish – We can supply your new Prestige floor either unfinished for on site finishing or we can hand apply a choice of oils in the factory

1200 - 2400
Prime Cherry

1200 - 2400
Prime Ash

1200 - 2400
Prime Walnut

Shown in clear oiled prime oak

Shown in cherry clear oiled finish
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Shelving
The right shelf creates not just a useful space but also a feature within any room. Heritage manufactures and offers a range of shelving to
suit all purposes from our painted radiator shelves with clever brackets that require no fixing to the wall, through to our stunning solid
oak floating style shelves.
We cover the most popular sizes and in our solid oak ranges we can also manufacture to any specific size. Combine that with a choice of
shelf profiles and oiled finishes and there is a beautiful shelf perfect for you.

Shelving Range Matrix

Oak

White

Pink

Blue

All sizes specified are in mm
All Oak shelving available in unfinished or prefinished clear oiled

Radiator Shelving
(inc. brackets)

Floating Shelving
(inc. brackets)

600
900
1200
1500
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165 x 40
Solid Oak Floating

150 x 15
Pink Rounded Edge

150 x 15
Blue Rounded Edge

150 x 15
White Rounded Edge

150 x 20
Oak Rounded Edge

150 x 20
Oak Square Edge

1800

Mouldings
Mouldings are perfect problem solvers, creating a neat join between different surfaces. Heritage manufactures a range of mouldings to
finish off your project.
We offer solid oak feature mouldings for door and flooring installations, in a wide choice of moulding profiles and sizes. Both our skirting
and architrave ranges are available to purchase by the metre so you have as little waste as possible. Our softwood mouldings are ideally
priced for completing a variety of projects and are made from joinery quality grades of Scandinavian pine.

Skirting & Architrave Matrix
Available in Oak
All sizes specified are in mm

20 x 75 Architrave
20 x 125 Skirting

Bullnose

Chamfer

Ovolo

Ogee

Torus

20 x 150 Skirting

Softwood Mouldings
Scandinavian pine mouldings sold in bundles of 10
All sizes specified are in mm

PSE
Depth

6

Angle

11
15

PSE
Width

45

36
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42 x 42

34 x 34

27 x 27

20 x 20

15 x 15

12 x 12

10 x 10

18

21

Quadrant
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